HYBRID
CLOUD
Moving to the Cloud may sound like a simple solution at first, but when you pull back the layers, you’ll soon discover
just how complex it can be. The choices to make seem endless, and not fully understanding the ramifications of each
can send your company down an inefficient and expensive path from which recovery will be costly.
This is where GDT’s Cloud Practice professionals shine. They not only have deep insights into the various cloud services
from AWS (Amazon Web Services), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud and IBM Cloud, but have automation solutions to
simplify deployment, migration and management for the most complicated of infrastructures.

HYBRID CLOUD ROADMAP
Whether you’re considering a total Cloud migration or building a hybrid solution by retaining some applications and
services on-prem, GDT will design the perfect solution for your organization. GDT’s assessment, procurement and
migration processes turn customers’ Cloud visions into a reality.
ASSESSMENT
GDT conducts the following two
initial assessments to help ensure
future success:
Migration Assessment
Optimization Assessment

MIGRATION
GDT’s Cloud Services team utilizes
assessments to construct new,
or optimize customers’ existing
Cloud environments, and migrate
necessary applications.

PROCUREMENT
Even if you’re an existing cloud
customer, GDT can help by providing:
Greater cost containment
Additional security and compliance
Resource utilization

GDT’S CLOUD BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING AND DISASTER RECOVERY (DR)
GDT’s Cloud customers enjoy superior flexibility, whether a primary location or a disaster recovery site. GDT works
with each customer to understand their current and future environment, and determines recovery options for each
business unit’s applications based on the RPO’s and RTO’s for each, including risk tolerance related to outages and
associated costs. GDT automates the DR process with fully developed orchestration tools, and offers DR services
on public, private and hybrid cloud solutions.
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GDT’S HYBRID CLOUD SERVICES
GDT can manage your entire Cloud infrastructure, which includes monitoring performance, availability, and up-time,
and provides alerts when anomalies are detected. The ability to provide preventative diagnosis is key to preventing
complications that can cause extended downtime. When red-flag activities are detected, GDT promptly manages and
reports on it.
The GDT Cloud team delivers quarterly reviews of your Cloud infrastructure, provides consultative services, and keeps
a vigilant eye on clients’ production environments by watching resource usage and monitoring traffic trends.

Founded in 1996, GDT is an award-winning, technology integration partner.
GDT specializes in designing, building, and delivering best-of-breed technology
solutions for service providers, enterprise networks, data centers, and more.
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